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Without Saying a Word offers a clever, concise, fun, informative, and fashionably insightful
undertake understanding design, finding your personal design, and gathering all of the building
blocks needed to achieve extraordinary style using ordinary know-how. No more tormenting
over the right evening use or the most recent trend. Style Maven Monica Barnett does the heavy
lifting and that means you don’t have to. This book is like a firm, fashionable guiding hand
leading down the path to your own private style.
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Wow! Just what a wonderful resource! Only a lot of hot air and how impressed she is with
herself. A lot of tales and dialogs, however, not so many useful thoughts about personal style.
(For example, there's a chapter on how to get and maintain a skin care program that'll make sure
a flawless canvas, another on the need for getting the proper underpinnings, along with another
chapter on the fundamentals every woman will include in her shoe inventory. My favorite area of
the book was the "Net-Net" chapter, there she focuses on small important pieces to help in
creating a more stylish you. This book is an amazing read for those seeking to build their brand.
Loving the assistance in this book. Finally, as a die-hard list maker, I especially appreciated her
writing design that included a healthy stability of anecdotes and lists of her suggested staples
in each category (clothing, jewelry, shoes, purses and handbags, etc.)Thanks once again Monica
for providing such a thorough guide to style! Ideal insights for the style-conscious, professional
woman The book was funny, chock filled with information that was truly useful and actionable,
perfect for the professional woman who wants to truly develop her personal style using great
foundational knowledge, and shipped in a manner that managed to get easy and accessible. I'd
recommend the book to anyone who's interested in harnessing the power of their outward
appearance. Snag a copy now!! Also makes an excellent gift for anyone entering a fresh chapter
of existence or wishing to refine their style. Powerful, Insightful and Witty Fashion Assistance.
The sound tips Monica provides is easy to follow and fun to apply. It covers fashion and design
from A to Z. It has useful adages, real life insights and is definitely seasoned with Monica's great
sense of humor. I am not really a fashionista but she provides beneficial information no matter
where you are in the fashion spectrum. Informed ya she covered from head to toe! Finally, the
checklist she provides have become my brand-new lifeline whenever I strike the stores. This is a
easy read and you won't be disappointed. Monica is fierce about fashion You may not know this
about your fave librarian, but I love clothes and fashion! I enjoy shop and and I'm always looking
to find just the right crisp white blouse. Normally, I don't consider myself a style blogger
nevertheless, you may keep in mind my #scarfvember meme back in November. I wear lots of
scarves because I get cold easily and it's a quick way to include a dash of something to your
clothing. I even wear them in the summer!In the past I actually had the pleasure of meeting my
stylist Monica Barnett, at a conference in DC (PowerUp by the effective PowerMommy aka
Uneeka Jay). Monica's program was about design and I was hooked on her. I subscribed to her
updates and every month she sends me a tailored 'what's hip' email; my style is normally Savvy
Sophisticate, dontcha understand?Anyway, if you're searching for a good dosage of real chat
and a dash of spice, attach with Monica. Stylish Lawyers Take Note! As an attorney in DC, it is
very relevant info. Distractingly in need of editing. It really is hugely helpful in making SMART
choices with regards to purchasing, styling and cleaning up one's wardrobe. Unfortunately, my
fierce high heel wearing times are over; which may be why I've such foot problems today, but
ick! must read Love, love, like this book Simple, easy, elegant guidance Style is preferable to
fashion and getting your personal style with ease is a gift Easy to read and real advice that
works Loving It I rocked my 20s, got lost in my 30s, main heartaches in my own early 40s, now i
am re-awaking in my mid 40s this is the perfect start to starting over again.Anyway, Monica is
fierce on the subject of fashion. Her conversational tone enables you to feel just like you are
sharing a drinky poo with her after function while chatting style. I must warn you though, Monica
does not play. SHE'LL call you out in the event that you look like a goober in your fashion sense.
Only because she knows that it is very easy to look great. She totally known as me out
personally cuz I stated I didn't prefer to wear dresses. Little did I understand that another year I
would don a outfit at least one time a month to serve up children's tea celebrations at the

bookstore. I "may" have put on a gown to focus on other days as well. truth or aur Simply wasn't
what I anticipated it might be. Eventually, like all style mavens are wont to accomplish, she
published a style book. Her site is called Blueprint for Style and you may sign up to be a B
design member like I did so. She's on Facebook as well!When you hook up with her, inform her
PammyPam sent you! Smart, funny, must-have style guide I go through this books months ago
and still look for myself quoting it at the job about a weekly basis (We work for an individual
styling firm). She adores them high and with my poor feet (ick I sound like a granny) I want
comfy. I would definitely recommend it for ladies of any age group. Plus, the author can be
hilarious and you are feeling as though she is speaking directly to you. not what I expected
Nothing new on the topic about style. An insightful and smart must read. guide for the stylish!
This book is Fabulous!! But SHHHHHHH not dare tell Monica. Kudos to Monica for giving us
this easy-to-read, well-written, comprehensive guide to style and fashion! Sorry but need to be
truthful! A book & She literally has covered every part of style from head to toe. Chapter about
color completely useless. Lists of items are therefore common like in any other book about
design. Must Read!!!). It offers quick, no nonsense advice that's practical and thoughtful! Regular
typos and poor grammar. Beautiful cover Content is alright but nothing revolutionary. I concur
that she's i'm all over this about her fashion tendencies, except we will disagree about shoes or
boots. Demystifies design into understandable pieces. Gorgeous cover. Sage Information,
Encouragement for Transitioners I highly enjoyed the conversation with me design of writing.
Too many great points to pick a favorite. Frequent typos and poor grammar. let's stop discussing
feet, okay? It's called Without Saying a Word.Among my favorite elements of the book was the
commentary on style by each decade as the truth is what's important to and befitting a middleage or more seasoned woman will (and should) differ from what a dude in her 20s considers
stylish or fashionable.Without Saying a WordMonica is fierce about everything she does.
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